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Looking for a unique top to pair with skinny jeans or 
leggings? This colorful denim-flannel mix tunic dress is 
perfect for the savvy gal!

Finished Size of Project: Size of denim shirt to midriff 
plus additional 20” (51cm) for skirt length.

Supplies:
FreeSpirit Empire Flannel by Parson Gray
¾ yd (.7m) FAPG001.CHARM

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG001.CLERI

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG001.SANDB

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG002.MOONS

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG002.SANDS

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG002.VELVE

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG003.ANCHO

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG003.MOONS 

¾ yd (.7m) FAPG004.QUARR

Dual Duty XP® General Purpose Thread to coordinate  
with fabrics

Denim Shirt

Additional Requirements:  
Sewing Machine
Rotary cutter/mat/plastic ruler
Iron, pressing board
Tailor’s chalk or other non-permanent marking tool

Technique: Sewing

Brand: FreeSpirit

Crafting time: WeekendParson Gray Empire 
Tunic Dress

Skill level - Intermediate

Designed by:  
Shannon Dennis

FreeSpirit Empire  
designed by:  
Parson Gray
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Instructions
Note: All seams are ½” (1.3cm) unless noted.

Tunic
1. Cut one 20” square (51cm) from each of the Parson 

Gray flannel prints. 
2. Separate squares into two sets. Set 1: Six squares for 

bottom layer of tunic. Set 2: Three squares for top 
layer of tunic skirt. Set aside. 

3. Finish raw edges of six squares using a serger or zig-
zag stitch.

4. Pin two squares from Step 3 together along one edge, 
right sides matching. 

5. Measure 5½” (14cm) from upper edge, mark fabric. 
Beginning at the 5½” (14cm) mark, sew squares  
together. Press seam open.

6. Pin third square to second square. Repeat Step 5. 
7. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 with remaining squares to form 

bottom layer of tunic skirt.
8. Fold down open edge of each square to form a trian-

gle. Press. Pin in place. Topstitch 3/8” (1.0cm) from 
folded edge to create a finished edge.

9. Fold over ½” (1.3cm) on straight edge to create fin-
ished upper edge. Press.

10. Mark 1½” (3.8cm) below third or fourth button on 
denim shirt with tailor’s chalk. 

Tip: Select button directly below bust line.   

11. Mark entire circumference of shirt using original mark 
(from Step 10) as guide. This line is the seam line for 
attaching skirt to shirt.

12. Pin upper edge of skirt (see Step 9) along chalk line on 
shirt. Create pleats or tucks in flannel skirt to fit skirt to 
denim shirt, as needed.

13. Sew skirt in place ¼” (0.6cm) from upper edge.
14. Finish edges of squares in Set 2 (see Step 3 above). 
15. Fold down one corner on each square at 1” (2.5cm), 

wrong sides together. Press. Topstitch each square 3⁄8” 
(1.0cm) from this folded edge to create a finished  
upper edge.

16. Mark three spots along sewn edge of tunic skirt (see 
Step 13 above). Pin one of the three squares to each 
marked spot, matching upper edge of square to top 
of skirt.

17. Topstitch squares in place ¼” (0.6cm) from edge. 
These squares are slightly longer than bottom layer 
skirt squares, adding dimension and depth to skirt.

18. Trim away bottom of denim shirt from beneath tunic 
skirt, if desired. 

Variations
Tunic Collar
1. From FreeSpirit Parson Gray scraps, cut strips 8” 

(20.3cm) wide. Stack strips. Use a rotary cutter to cut 
10 – 14 smaller strips of uneven widths on the diago-
nal. See illustration at right.

2. Sew two pieces together along the 8” (20.3cm) edge, 
right sides together. Press seam open.

3. Repeat Step 20 with remaining strips to make a ‘crazy’ 
strip the length of denim shirt’s collar plus 1” (2.5cm).

4. Fold under one long edge of collar strip ½” (1.3cm) to 
the wrong side. Press.

5. Place folded edge of flannel collar strip (see Step 22) 
on outside lower edge of denim collar. Strip should 
extend ½” (1.3cm) beyond edges of denim collar. Pin 
securely. 

6. Flip shirt collar to expose underside. Fold flannel collar 
over denim collar. 

7. Turn raw edge of flannel collar strip under until folded 
edge meets denim shirt collar edge. Press. Pin. 

8. Turn flannel collar ends to inside to make finished 
edge. Press. Trim excess fabric, as needed. Topstitch 
around collar ¼” (0.6cm) from edge. 

Sleeve Tabs 
If shirt has sleeve tabs, add extra detail with Parson Gray 
Flannel.
1.  Cut a strip of fabric 1” (2.5cm) wider and 1” (2.5cm) 

longer than the shirt tab. 
2.  Turn side edges to wrong side at ½” (1.3cm). Press. 

Turn under both ends ½” (1.3cm). Press. 
3.  Topstitch flannel to top of denim tab. Original tab but-

tonhole remains usable under the flannel tab cover. 

Parson Gray Empire Tunic Dress

Cut diagonal widths for collar
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